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A nev,r concept of air-conditioning is described which

combines ihe best features of both refnigeration cycle
ain-conditionlng and Itevaporativefr cooIinS. It also
lncorporates a cold-side chilled-water store. The Store
1s used as a buffer belween the instantaneous'thenmal
Ioad and the supply from the chiilllng system. By inlroduc-
ing a time shift belween t,he Itdemandil and the ttsupplytt,

the store allows the refrigeration plant to openate al
full load efficiency and at lhe peak of this efficiency
whlch occurs when amblent condibions on lhe condenser
side are most favourable. hlhen sufficienL cooling capacity
is Ín sLore for anticipated needs ' the refrigeration
plant is swiLched off so eJ-iminating part load inefficiencies
and reducing maintenance costs.

As cooling capacity can be stored aL peniods of low demand

( usually corresponding to pet"iods of favounable condenser

conditions) for use duning t,he reÌatively short-term
demand peaks, the capacities of the components of the
nefrigeration equipment can be Iess than would be required
in the absence of a cold-side store. This feature reduces

both capital and operating cosls of the refrigeration
p lanl .

Tradilional storage syslems have tended to be ruled out
of consideration due to their cost and their inherent
thermal- losses. In t,he conf i-guration described in lhis
thesis, the stone and the heat and moistune exchange

surfaces have been integrated in such a LJay that overall
capital cost is reduced and, by shrouding the store with
the air t,o be cooJ-ed, store rrlossesrr provide most of
t,he required sensible heat exchange wit,h the air f Iow.

The ain can aLso be brought into contact with an (adjustable)
anea of the chilled water surface to satisfy the remainder
of the sensible heaL exchange and provide the required
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moislure transfer. In a humid climate, such as Darwin 
'

or where high l-atent loads are genenated within the condit-
ioned space, the chilled water ls below the dew-point temper-
ature of lhe incoming a:-r. The direct contact pass then
senves to de-humidify the air. In a dry cllmate, such

as Adelalde, or during the dny season 1n Darwin, the inverse
Ís true and an evaporalive coôling and humidification takes
place in the dinect contact pass.

The thesis discusses the basic features of the neh¡ system

and explores aspects of the design process for the prototype
units. Both economic and technical aspects are considered.
Two prototype systems are described and their realiza|uions
and perfonmances documented and discussed.

It is concluded that the system appeans to have merit as

a real-istic alLernalive to conVentional refrigerative air-
conditioning sysLems. It al-so extends the viable geographic
nange for evaporative systems. Projected design and develop-
ment for production units are discussed.
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IIiITRODUCTION

In the best, of all possible worJ-ds, lhe Lhermal energy supply
to, and storage within, a built environment should, at any instanL,
satisfy lhe thermal- energy rrdemandfr of that environment at the
minimum rrcostrr. This implies that the thermodynamlc state of the
air supplied to the space should be maintained within a set of values
prescribed in accordance with the desired conditions within the space 

'
taking account of the properties of Lhe space and its surroundlngs
and the loads contained within it on imposed upon it.

The meaning of frminimum costrr often dÍf fers according to viewpoint.
For lhe purposes of this work il is assumed Lo mean trat minimum

ownlng and operatlng cosbfr, f¡ oL{ever it 1s n<¡Eed Lhat Lechniques exist
which al-l-ow the sizes of componenLs comprÍsing a given system config-
uration to be "optlmisedrr wiLtr nespect to any malhematicall-y definable
objective function, (see e.g. Tostevin and Luxton (1979)). Despite
the pohrer of these optimlsation techniques, they require the config-
uraLion of the system to be defined before it can be optimised. It
is lhe aim of this thesis to expì-ore a neh¡ configunation of an

environmental control- system which, 'though yet Lo be optimised,
shows considerable potential- as a lower cosL and more flexible
alt,ernative to conventionaJ- systerns.

The thermal energy de¡nand

lhe instantaneous load.
system, the peak value of

of a space at any

In a conventional
lhe instanlaneous

instanl is termed
environmenLal controÌ
load deLenmi,nes:

the capacity of an energy converston
primary or secondary forms of energy

device which
into thermal

converts
ener8y ;

the capacity of an energy exchange device in which thermal
energy is exchanged with sel-ected air;

the capacity
necessary to
l-oad demand.

of the means of moving the mass

match the thermal energy suPPJ-Y

sel-ected air
the Lhermal-

and

of
to
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The maximum capacity of the energy conversj-on device can be

reduced by increasin6ç the mass of the building wall-s, roof, floor,
by introducing shading devicesfor Lhe windows and/or by the
inclusion of a thermal store as an integnal component of a

total envinonmental control system. I'lhen a thermal Store is
incorporated, the additional energy from the store-plus- plant
capacity can be used in times of low demand to fill fhe store
which can then sat,isfy Ialer peaks in the load demand. A1I

buildings store energy withj.n their fabric, and sometimes appropriate
therrnal storage can be provided by thal fabnic. More frequenty,
however, the incorporation of additional- storage wllhin the enivon-
mentaÌ control- syslem can be benefj cial. The thermal store is
also a necessary component of' a reaf sol-ar powered environmental
control system. Solar thermal energy is variable and transient.
A thermat stone, supporled by an auxiliary pobJer source, minimj-ses

the fluctuations in thermal- energy supply for this Lype of
envinonmental control system.

A thermal storage has inherent ddficiencies. The primary
deflciency is the energy l-oss from the store to the surrounding
environment. The magnilude of this loss is dependent upon the
temperature differentials between the stored fluld and the
surrounding air, the areas of the exposed surfaces and the
composition of the membnanes whj-ch separate the stored fluid from

the surrounding air.

To minÍmise such Losses an integrated energy exchange and storage
system has been devised. Air tunnel-s around the storage vessels
have been incorporated in which part of the losses can be

necovered. This necovered thermal energy can then be util-ised
for the thermaf Lreatment of the air supplied to the built
environment. Moisture transfer can afso be accommodated within
the integrat,ed system.

Careful design of the geometry and materials of t,he inLegrated
heat and mass exchanger/store yields other beneficial thermodynamic

features;
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the hori zonLal surfaces of stoned fluid can be exposed

Lo the air flow for humidification or dehumidiflcation
processes;

the ventical and the horizontal sunfaces of the
stonage walls can be exposed to the air fl-ow for
sensible coollng or senslbl-e heatinS;

the actual instantaneous thenmodynamic

satlsfied directly by Lhe store rather
thermal energy supplY source;

load
than

can be

by the

This
such
used

and

lhe thermal energy source has only to respond to
the requirements of the store which, having a long
time constant, aJ-1ows the energy conversion to be

scheduled when ambienl conditions are favourable.

thesis investigates the effectiveness and the performance of
integrated storage vessels with heat and mass exchangers as

in two prototype systems - one in Adelaide, South Australla,
Ihe other 1n Darwin, Northern Terrlbory.

The locations were

ranges of climatlc

The thesis is

SECT]ON 1

SECTÏON 2

SECTION 3

SECTION 4

SECTION 5

SECTION 6

SECTION 7

APPENDIX A

REFERENCES

seÌected to obtain test data fon lwo different
conditions - Lemperale and troplcal.

divided into the foll-owing sections:

- Aims and SignifÍcance of the Present Study

- Literature Survey and Assessment

- System Componenls, ExPerimental

- Storage Capacity and Its Response to Thenmo-

dynamic Demand

Analyses of Thermodynamic SLaLe of MoisL Suppì-y

Air and Parasitic Energy Input Requlrements

- Utilisat,ion of Storage Vessels/Exchangers in
a SoIar Powered Environmental Control System

- Dlscussion, Concluslons and Future Vlork

- EconomicAppraisal , B-Acknowlc{gernent
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DATA VOLU}IE

A supplementary volume containing alI ravl dala and details of the

analysis of that data has been lodged wlth the Department of

Mechanical Engineering of the untversity of Adelaide for Archlval
purposes. The essenlÍaI content of the Data Volume has been

incorporated into the present thesis. specifically, the Data

Volume includes:

APPENDIX B

APPENDIX C

Test
B.I
8.2

Dat a

MagÍ I 1

Darwi-n

Hous e

Experimental Station

Pnoject Information
Mathematical Calculations, Models and computer

Pnognams, FsYchromeürlc charÈs.

APPENDIX D Sketches and Drawl-ngs
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AIMS & SIGNIFICANCE OF TEE PRESENT STUDY
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I.3 BuilL Environment

r.3.1
L.3.2

r.3.3
I.3.4

L .4 Design and Developnent

1.4.1
L.4.2

L .4.4

1 . 4.5-

L.4.6
L .4.7

Generar
Desrgn Criterra and Building Fabric
Storage Factor
Thermal Energy Supply
Thermal Air Treatmen: Systems

1.4 .3

General
Storage Capacities of the Building
Fabric
Favourable Operating Tíme

Part Load OperaÈions of an EnergY

Conversion Device
Storage Loss
Ivlomentum, Energy and Matter Transfer
Re-heat

1.5 Research, Design, and DeveloPment
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I I RESEARCE OBJECTIVES

Obviously r.¡e face a future not only of depleting sources of
traditional forms of energy, but also of spiralling costs of
such energy. It is acknowledged that a reduction in
dependence on Èraditional forms of energy must be achieved

within a feasible economic framework. As eighty per cent of
electricity generated in South Australia is derived from

natural gas and virtually all the electricity generated in
the Northern Territory is derived from oil, reduction in the
use of electricity in these areas is consequentially of
great importance.

Under the impact of this realisation, there has been

accelerated research and developmenc direct.ed towards means

of reducing demand for energy derived from fossil fuels. A

major part of this effort is directed. towards the design of
build.ings and of their environmental control systems. The

significant parts of this work are reviewed in Section 2.

THE MAIN AIM OF THE PRESB{T RESEARCH STUDY IS TO DESIGN A¡{D

TO DEVELôP WITHIN A FEASIBLE ECONOIIIC NETWORK NOVEL

ENVIRONME\TTAL CONTROL SYSTEI{S WHICH REQUIRE COIVTPARATIVELY

LOI{ AI4OUNTS OF TRADTTIONAL FORMS OF ENERGY' SUCH AS

ELECTRICITY, FOR THEIR OPERATION.

L.2 SPECIFIC ÀI}IS

The main purpose of these research projects is to design and

to develop integrated energy storage vessels with heat and

mass exchangers which fulfiI the following requirements:

Reduce fan, pump, condensing unit and boiler povrer

requirements;
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Reduce load imposed by the environmental control systems

on electricity generating planÈ during periods of peak

demand;

Provide heat transfer facilities between the necessary
mass of $Tarmer fresh air, or fresh air,/return air mixÈure,

and the necessary mass of colder air leaving t'he storage

vessels,/exchangers by establishing the transfer surfaces
between t.hese two fluid streams whenever sensible
heat/total heat ratio is low.

The proposed sYstem also offers
suitable low grade energy, such

be utilised.

simple means by which most

as solar thermal energyr can

I .I.3 BT'ILT ENVIR6¡T,ÍENT

I.3.I General

Any environmental control system involves the
automatic control of an atmospheric environment and

must. operate within prescribed tolerance ranges to
provide a comfortable and./or a safe environment for
humans, animals and/or plants. Sometimes these

systems are required to provide an appropriate
environment for high performance industrial processes

or for scientific activities.

The purity, movement, temperature and the relative
humidity of the air for the built environment must be

controlled within the limits proposed by the various
Design Authorities.
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Fig. I
A conventional insulat'ed

Environmental Control SYstem

SJPPLY AIR

EXHAUST AIR

.AIR

FRESH A
REruRN
AlR

FREH AIR

THERMAL ENERGY SUPPLY CIRCUTT THERMAL AIR TREATMENT CIRqJN

A conventional insulated" environmental c.ontrol sys'tem

consists of the following major components:'

.. Th.ermal. air treatmenL circui-L includirlg: mâss

transfer of aj-r into and' out of environment;'
and

.. Thermal energy supply circuit..

In the thermal and 'vapour Lreatment circuit of air,
the mixture of' fresh air and return air is supplied
wi.th suffi.cient. cooling (or heating) to offset the

load of the buil.t environment.

In the heating' and cooling supply circuit's ' energy¡

conve.rsion devlces' converË the traditional forms of
energy j-nto thermal energy and t'his energy is
supplied to the thermal and' vapour treatment
components to control the thermodynamic state of the

moist air supplied to the built environment.

The energy balance in this system requires the

rejection of energy by the condenser to the

COMPRESSOR

EVAPORATORCONDEI.6ER
gtJrL'r

ENVIRONMENT
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surrounding environment t.o'be equal to the summation

of the built environmental load and some of the input
of the tradiÈional forms of energy to Èhe heating and

cooling supply circuits.

flo attain, and to maintain the predetermined energy

levels of a built environment, the expendit'ure of
traditional forms of energy is dependent upon:

. Design criÈeria,

.. Thermal. energy suPPlY,

. Thermal air treatment sYstems r"

.. The, storage capacity of the walls r. roof and f 1oor..

L.3 .2 Design Criteria a¡rd, Building Fabric Storage Factors

A buiJ-t environment is isolated from Èhe surround.ing-

environmenL by the buitding fabric which acL as

the,rmal and vapour barriers. Figure 2 represents'

sueh a concePÈ.

FLg.-2
Isolation of built environmenÈ

-$JRROUNOING 
ENVIRONMENT -

LOING FABRIC

The.isoIaÈion of built environment from the variable'
and transient surrounding energy levels involves:

orientation and fenestration techniques applies t.o

the construction of the separating building fabric '

BUIËI:
ENVIRONMEI.IT

selection of the building fabríc materials '
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surrounding energy levels and their variable and.

transient characteri st.ics,

inLernal load generated by occupants and equipment'

selection of thermal air treatment systems,

operating time and subsequent pull-down load,

capital, operating and maintenance costs.

All these criteria influence the expenditure of
traditional forms of energy for maintaining
acceptable conditions in a built environment.

Energy flows through the building fabric in the
direction of decreasing energy potential. The energy
t,ransfer to or from the built environment depends

upon energy levels of t.he surrounding environment.
The surrounding environment energy leve1s are
variable and transient and thus an unsteady state of
energy movement through the layers of the building
f abric resu1t.s.

The unsteady state
Iayers of building
energy parameters:

of energy movement

fabric creates the
through the
following major

BuildÍnq fabric storage factors

Storage of energy commences within the thickness of
the building fabric before the external energy
levels can cause any change in the internal energy
levels. The degree of storage is primarily
dependent upon the specific heat and the density of
the material selected for the building fabric.
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Equivalent temperature dif ferences (Binder 1910 ) ,

Schmidt (L924))

The equivalent Èemperature difference means that
steady state temperaÈure difference results in the

same net energy flow through the building fabric as

the unsteady flow caused by the variable and

transient external energy levels during a defined
time segment.

TemperaÈure swing

External energy levels require a period' of time
before it brings any change in internal energy

levels. this time lag is caused by the thermal
diffusivities of the materials of the building
fabric.

A temperature swing t.hat can be tolerated by the
occupants of the built environment is a necessary
element which determine the leve1s of energy

expenditure.

The expenditure of traditional forms of energy is not
onty dependent upon the energy parameters referred to
above but also on the following time elements:

.'Operating hours

Hours of operation of the input sources of the
traditional forms of energy is another necessary
element of energy parameters.

lime Laq
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The design elements and the construction methods

employed for Èhe building fabric influence the
magnitude of the built environmental load. The types
of consLruction can be described as light-weight
structure, medium-weight struct,ure or heavy-weight
structure.

A reduction can be predicted for the energy flow to
or from the built environment due to the storage
factors, temperature swing and Èhe operating hours.
The act,ual peak value of the load Lp can be expressed

by:

Lp Lne + Lo LR
(1.3.2.L)

where

Lne Energy flow to or from the built environment
which is contingent upon the equivalent
temperature difference,

Lo other energy loads'

a reduction in the energy flow caused by the
building fabric storage factor, temperature
swing and the operating hours.

1.3 . 3 Thermal Energy SuPPlY

For all-year-round opera'tion, in the majority of the
Iarge buildings, an energy conversion device such as

a refrigeration compressor operates on a vapour
compression cycle or an absorption cyc1e. Both

cycles have in common the evaporation and the

condensation of a refrigerant and require an external
source of traditional form of energy for operation.

LR

As the condensing

compressor has to
pressure against which the

deliver gaseous refrigerant rises '
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more mechanical and external energy is expended Per

kilowatt of refrigerat'ion for the vapour compression

cycle. On the other handr âs the suction pressure at
the inlet to the cylinders of the compressor rises '
less mechanical work needs to be done to Secure the

same refrigerating effect. Furthermore' with an

increase in the suction pressure, Èhe density of the
gas entering the cylinders also increases and sor for
a given swept volume, the mass of refrigeranÈ handled

by the compressor becomes greater. Both the

compressor of a vapour compression refrigeration
cycle and the absorbet/generator of an absorption
cycle also attain higher refrigerating effects for a

given mechanical and external energy input when the
energy is rejected easily by the condenser due to the
existence of favourable differences of energy levels
between the condenser and the surrounding
envi ronment.

For a conventional environmental cont,rol system, the

energy conversion device must satisfy the peak load.

Lp. Under this condition, the maximum thermal energy

sirpply Qru by the energy conversion device can be

related to the peak load by the following expression:

Lp Qr¡,t (1.3.3.r)

when the appropriate design parameters are selected,
the efficiency of an energy conversion device is
highest at full load conditions and this efficiency
drops sharply when the actual load declines due Èo

comparative increase in mechanical and friction
losses.

I.3.4 Therma]- Àir Treatment Systems

The aim of thermal and vapour treatment systems of
moist air is to maintain the thermodynamic state of
fhe moi st air suoolied to the built environment
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The main unit operations
treatment systems can be

of thermal and vapour
categorised as:

I
2

3

4

5

Dehumidification
llumidif ication
Sensible Cooling
Sensible Heating
Re-heat

The unit operations
momentum and matter
saturation profile.

Dehumidification and

sensible cooling

Humidification and

sensible cooling

involve exchange of energy'
within the boundaries of the air

Cooling coil or
air washer

Evaporative cooler
or air washer

or
heater

or
heater

(Mass
(ivfass

( Heat
( Heat
( Heat

Transfer )

Transfer )

Transfer )

Transfer )

Transfer )

In a conventional environmental control systemt
including a commercially available solar
airconditioning unit, the thermal air treatments are
performed as follows:

FT]NCTION SYSTE¡4 COIVIPONn{TS

Sensible heat.ing Heating coil
electric /gas

Humidif ication d,uring
winter months

Humidifier

Re-heat after overcooling Heating coil
electric /gas

These treatments are each handled separately as heat

and mass transfer processes by components within
precisely defined operating limits. The total
process of a particular system may involve most of
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The load L can be divíded
components; sensible and

into two energy
latent.

Sensible energy exchange relates t'o t'he

and the mass transfer causes the latent
exchange. The total energy exchange is
of these two componenÈs. Therefore the
particular time can be expressed by:

heat transfer
ener9y
the summation
load L at any

L Q¡ + {lu

êlg =
4u=

sensible energy comPonent'
Iatent energy comPonent.

(1.3.4.1)
where

The ratio of the sensible energy to the total energy

influences the performance of the thermal air
treatment system components.

L.4 DESIG:N ÀÀ¡D DEVELOPüENT

i..r.l General

In designing the system of integrated storage
vessels/heat and mass exchangers, cognizance has been

taken of the physical observations as described in
this sub-section.

L.+.2 Storage capaciÈies of the building fabric

The arrangement of differenc layers of building
fabric and the construction methods employed
determine the following load characteristics:

Peak value of the 1oad, LP, (Equation 1.3.2.L)

A reduction in the energy flow caused by the

building fabric storage factor, LR. (Equation
1.3. 2.L)
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The peak values of load for different classes of
structures enclosing the same built environment
â 7â.

Lpt
where
tpl = Peak load value for a light-weight structure
tp* = Peak Ioad value for a medium-weight strucÈure
Ëpt = Peak Ioad value for a heavy-weight sÈructure..

Figure 3 illus:trates the load profiles for two

classes of structures 1ight-weight and medium-

we.ight enclosing the same environment.

Fig.. 3
toa'il pr.of i.Ies, l:-ghc and
med.ium-weight s tructures

O^RltVlN ÈtT

ljnTUOE 1233C
AYERAGT I]AII..Y

RANGT- 7.CDA
UGH,r WE¡GHT sfRTruRÊ
I,{ED|UT'' WEIGHT. SIRUCruRE

û 1ï tzÊ 1L É 16,fI ßeNn
. nnE -HRS

As can be seen from these experimental data the,

peak load tor the Iight-weight structure is greater
than that of the medrum-weight structure.

Lp* Lph t1..4 ..2..r)

cl

I
t9.

êi:

=ø7
o!*
b¡:

ãE
ô
t.
ö
CE-;
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After the peak load occurs and when the solar road
decrines, the load for the medium-weight structure
becomes greater than that of t.he light_weight
structure after the point À. These conditions of
higher loads for a medium-weight structure occur in
Darwin because of its comparativery smaIl average
daily temperature range.

ln a conventionar environmentar contror system, the
equipment capacities are equal to the peak values,
whereas by the introduction of an energy store as
an integrated storage vessel,/exchanger system the
equipment capacities are reduced berow those which
would be required to satisfy the actual peak load
values.

1.+.3 Favourable Operating Tine Segments

The co-efficient of performance of an energy
conversion device such as a refrigeration compressor
with air coored condensers is dependent upon its
capacity to reject energy to the surrounding
environment. Higher refrigerating effects with
comparatively 10wer input of traditional form of
energy such as electricity are attained when there
are rarge favourabre energy driving forces availabre
between the condenser and the surrounding
environment.

Figure + indicates
segments.

such favourable operating time
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Fig. 4

Thermal energy suPPIY bY an energy

conversion device at d'ifferent
surrourr^ding envi.ronment energy levels

'É fr ß' A: 23

CHITIFD WAIER TEMP-OC-

thes,e experimental data i]Iustrate Èha.t the' co-'

efficient of performance of an energy conversion

devj.ce, i.s higher when the ambient energy levels are

fa,vourable. Generallyr, favourable ambient energy

levels exist in Èhe morning and in the evening which

i-s before anô after the occurrence of t'he peak

Ioaô- T.h'e' Èhermal- energy is collecLed and- this
en.erglf is sÈore'il by the integ.rated sLorage

ves:sels/exc.hangers when Èhe, co-efficienLs of
p.erformance of an energll conversion device êE€'

c.ornpâE'âtive,IY highe'r-'

1.4.4 Part Load Operations of ân Energy Conversion

Device

When an energy conversion device is selected to

satisfythepeakload,thisdeviceoperatesatpart
load conditions most of the time as the peak load'

¡-ì¡^r-r1r,.ênôe is inf requent. At paf t lOad COnditiOnSt

T911:13

ùlgl'
r É¡-"î¡T 3c

oGU
io Cf Ê1

)-
,COl a

an
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energy conversion device such as a reciprocating
refrigeration compressor unload.s its cylind,ers to
ad,just its thermal energy supply capacity to the
instantaneous load requirement of a built
environment. Figur'e 5 represenÈs the percentage of
brake kilowat| againsÈ the per.centage of fu:Il load' of
such a compressor responding to various load
requirements.

Ei9''' 5

f,oad -'brake, kilowatt curve

.Z .3: -t' -S -õ .7' .' .?rt .9; f:0:

FmCE¡\ÍF OF BRAI(E l(ll3M/,Af,T / t.OO.

As can be seen from these experimental daÈa the
friction and the mechanical losses at part load

conditions are comparatively higher than t.hose at the

full load conditions. The thermodynamic efficiency
of a refrigeration compressor at full load operating

conditions is greater than that aÈ part load

O:o:
{_
6.

9l

ll¡¡-

.t¡;o;
l-z
ld,
g):
æ
llli
OL

1

I
Ð)I
/

/
æ
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operating conditions. To reduce energy consumption

in the syst.ems described here, a lower capacity
energy conversion device has been matched to an

integrated, storage vessel,/exchanger SysÈem so that iL
operates for longer periods at full load than does a

hÍgher capacity energy conversion device in a

convenÈional environmental control system. This fuIl
load operat.ing time of a lower capacity energy

conversion device further allows the use to be mad-e

of Èhe time segmenÈs when there are large favourable
energy d.riving forces available between the condenser

and Èhe surrounding¡ environmenL-

1..4,.5 "'Storage Loss''

In a, conven,Lional environmenÈal control. system where

storage becomes, a necessary requj.rementr. âs in the,

sas.e of a real solar powered environmental con.trol
sys,t'em' the storage is an insulated vessel .'

Frg, 6.

Cbnventional storage

ÏA

NSU,LAfION,

I'f T5 is the, average storage fluid temperature, and lo
is the average surrounding ambient air temperature'

then the loss from the storage is determined by the

mean temperature difference (rs T¡) ' the exposed

surface area of the vessel and the Èhermal and the

vapour Èransmission characterist.ics of the membranes

separating the stored fluid from the surrounding

5'TORAGE.

T5

^- 
rt.i vantan {-
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In a conventional environmental control system, heat
and mass transfer equipment such as cooling coils,
heating coils, humidifiers and air washers' are also
enclosed by an insulated chamber. The loss from
these chambers depends upon the corresponding
Lemperature differences, the exposed surface areas of
the chambers and the thermal and the vapour

transmission characteristics of the insulated chamber

casing which separates the heaÈ and mass transfer
equipment from the surrounding environmenÈ.

In the energlr storage vessel,/exchanger system' the
heat and mass transfer facilities have been

incorporated within the storage system. Figure 7

illustrates such facilrties.

Fig.- 7

Energy storag.e vessels,/exchangers

TS ï5

NSULATION

TC is the mean temperature of Lhe air leaving the
energy storage vessels,/exchangers. rc is always

within the range TS > TC >

and within the range of TS ( TC ( TA for the cooling

mode. The mean temperature difference (TS Te)

for an ordinary storage system is always greater than
(Tc Ta) for the energy storage vessels and

exchangers.

ÏA
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Though the exposed surface areas of the storage
vessels,/exchangers have been increased by the
introduction of air tunnels around the vessels ' the

total loss is small because the t'emperature

differential (Tc Te) is smaIl. The thermal and the
vapour transmission characteiistics of the insulated
chamber casing for a normal store and an energy

storage vessel,/exchanger system remain the same.

I.4.6 lrlomentun, energy and matter transfer

Convection from a solid surface to a surrounding
fluid is limited by the area of that surface. In an

ordinary cooling coiI, the surface area is extended

by the addition of fins. Heat transfer is then by

conduction along the fin and by convection to the
surrounding air from the surface of the fins. Ivlass

transfer is dependent on the temperature of the

transfer metal surface with respect to the dewpoint

of the surrounding air. The total energy transfer in
this coil concept is maximised by increasinq the
convective transfer co-efficients through increasing
the local velocity of fluid over the transfer
s'urface. For a given total mass flow and fixed
transfer surface area, this impties an increase in
the number of ro$rs of coils. When the number of rows

is increased, the effectiveness of downstream rof^ls

decreases as the driving force for the t'ransfer
process decreases with each successive row.

In these experimental projects, the secondary

transfer surfaces in the forms of fins are totally
eliminated. rh-is gives a more uniform temperature
distribution on t.he primary transfer surfaces. The

primary surface areas have been increased to
compensate for the loss of secondary surface. The

viscous shear forces for the fluid streams are

reduced by minimising the magnitude of local
velocities. Residence time is increased by the
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cont.inued effect of larger primary surface area and

reduced flow vel0cities. The residence Èime can be

defined as the time of contact between the two fluids
air and thermal agent for direct contact and air

and separating walI for indirect contact. Thus at
the expense of having a less compact heat and mass

exchanger, the power consumption necessary to achieve
a given exchange can be minimised.

I.4.7 Re-heat

l{here the moisture removal from the necessary maSS of
selected air is a significant requirement as in the
t'ropical areas ' room sensible heat,/toÈaI heat ratio
Iines may not intersect the air saturation curve. In
these cases, sensible heat needs to be added to the
colder air stream leaving a cooling coil or an air
washer.

In a conventional environmental control system, this
sensible heat is supplied by heating coils or
electric /gas heaters at the expense of additional
input of traditional forms of energy.

The dry bulb temperatures of the fresh air or fresh
air,/return air mixture stream are higher than those
of the colder air stream leaving a cooling coil or an

air washer.

In energy st.orage vessels/exchangers ' heat transfer
surfaces have been incorporated as shown in Figure 7

to transfer heat from the warmer fresh air or fresh
air/return air mixture stream to the thermally
treaÈed colder air stream.

I.5 Research, Desiqn and Development

The design elements referred to above are included in
Èhe development of energy storage vessels and heat

and mass exchangers to reduce the expenditure of
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The other objectives that can be met are:

Electrical 'J-tariff' can be utilised to store

energy during off-Peak Period, and

the capacity of the associated electrical sub-

station can be reduced.
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2.L INTRODUCTION

Extensive research and development has been directed
towards reducing energy used in buildings and many

demonstration projects are being monitored to establish
the viabiliÈy of such developments.

These systems and their performances are described in
numerous publications. l,lany reliable computer progralnmes

are available for the prediction of their behaviour and a
number of studies have examined their economic viability.

Thermal energy storage either in the form of solid or in
the form of fluid forms an essential element of solar
powered environmental control systems. Thermal energy
storage within the building fabrics which separate the
built environment from the external environment also plays
a major role in the design of the buildings and of their
environments.

2.2 BT'ILDII{G FABRIC ÀND ASSOCIATED ENVIRCh¡UENTAL C$ITROL LOADS

Szokolay (1981) indicates that the interior temperature
can be'kept slightly above the exterior temperature but
could never depress it below that of the exterior in a

light-weight building with passive cooling system and

adequate ventilation. He suggests that t.hese conditions
can be met by providing:

shading of windows;
use of light coloured (reflective)
and roof;
insulation of roof;
shading of wa11s,
and

insulation of wa1ls

surfaces for walls
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for a light-weight building. During sulnmer when Èhe

exterior temperatures are well above the recommended

comfortabte levels, further thermal and vapour treatment
becomes necessary for the moist air supplied to the built
environmenÈ.

Szokolay (1981) indicates t.hat the heavy-weight or mass

buildings with long time constant must be socially and

economically acceptable. Szokolay points out that at
present the technological problem is that the heavy-weight
buildings tend to be more expensive than the light-weight
ones, particularly where transportation of materials over

long distances is a major part of Lhe cosÈ- His

suggestion is t.o explore the possibitities of locally
availabte materials and to commercialise resulting
Èechniques.

The heavy-weight buildings whose peak loads are

comparatively lower Èend t.o be more expensive than the
light-weight ones particularly in Northern Australia where

transportation of materials over long distances is a major

part of the cost. Also in these areas daily temperature

ranges are comparatively lower. Energy storage for the

thermal and vapour treatment of moist air is included in
the design presented in this thesis. The purpose of this
inclusion is Èo reduce the size of the energy conversion

devices for light-weight buildings.

2.3 TEERIIAL ENERGY STORÀGE

Thermal energy storage forms an essential element of solar
powered environmental control systems. In these systems

the storage is considered in the light of a solar process

system, the major elements of which are: the solar
collectors, storage units, conversion devices, load

profiles, auxiliary or supplemental energy supplies and

the control systems. Duffie and Beckman (L97 4) point out

that three major factors determine the optimum capacity of

storage systems for buildings. First is the cost of the

storage unit and of the storage medium. Second is the
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space in which the storage unit is located and third is
the cost of operating such a storage unit. Their
observation is that the short-time storage to meet loads

for shorter periods has most economical advantage in
building applicaÈions.

I1eat will be transferred Èhrough the walls of any storage

unit at a rate depending on t,he temperature difference
between the storage media and the surroundings. The total
of such energy losses is also a function of the time- If
energy storage is to be considered for long periods '
thermal losses may become of crit.ical import,ance. Speyer
(1959) who, like others, concluded that for house heating'
long-term storage is economically impractical. Duffie and

Beckman (I97 4) suggest that the storage unit' may be

Iocated within the space to which heat is being added. In
this situation, Iosses are reduced but are an uncontrolled
energy transfer from st,orage to the space to be heated.
They indicate that the situation is more critical in house

cooling systems if storage losses add to the cooling load.

Energy storage included in the design of vessel,/exchanger
system is to satisfy the peak load, duration of which is
short. Air tunnels are built around these storage vessels
to redt¡ce the thermal losses from the store. Storage

medium is water as water is an inexpensive, readily
available, and useful fluid in which to store sensible
heat. The operating po$7er requirements have been kept-to
minimum for the vesseL/exchanger system by allowing the
pump to operate against the height of the fluid within the
storage vessels, the friction of the heat' exchanger

section of a chiller or a boiler and the friction of the
minimal pipework connecting the storage vessels to a

chiller or a boiler.

2.4 EEAT !iASS ÀÀ¡D MOMENTUITI TRÃNSFER FOR TEE THER!{AÏ. ÄND

VAPOUR TRE,ATIIENT OF TI{OIST ÀIR

Dehumidification and cooling
adsorption systems came into

by absorption together with
use a long time ago. The
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earlies| practical proposal for a dehumidification process

was by Lof (1955). He suggested the use of tetraet'hylene
glycol as a dehyd,rating agent. The testing of components

and studies on adsorption and absorption systems have been

done by Hollands, 1963; Dunkle, L976; Close and Pryer,
Lg76; Close and Dunkle, L976¡ Rush, 1976¡ tunde, L976¡

Techerner, Lg76i lvleunior, L979. Besides tetraeÈhylene
glycol, the use of silicagel and zeolite are now being

investigated.

Fig- I
Principle of OPen CYcle

Cooling by Chinnappa
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The dehumidification process developed by Chinnappa (1981)

is illustrated in Fig. 8. ambient air which is hot and

humid is passed through the matrix of the dehumidifying
wheel packed with desiccant (molecular sieve or
silicagel ) . The air is heated and then dried along the
Iine L-2 as it passes through this wheel. It is then
cooled along the line 2-3 and finally humidified along the
Iine 3-4 to achieve comfort conditions.

The psychrometric chart illustrates the principles of such

a thermal and vapour treatment system for moist air.

Shaw (I980 ) investigated the influence of Reynolds Number

and, air velocity on dehumidifier performance. He

indicated that in order to select the efficient
dehumidifier configuration, it is necessary to analyse the
total thermodynamic requirements comprising:

These are the factors that determine the correct Reynolds
Number to provide a coil condition curve that operates
with minimum consumption of energy. He revealed that, ât
the possible expense of larger surface area of the
dehumidifier, the advantages that can be gained, are:

and

and

.a sensible heat ratiot

.a fixed temperature difference,

.a fixed mass flow rate.

.no overcooling,

.no re-heatíng,

.reduced fan power,

.smaller chi1lers,

.smaller cooling towers.

Another particular example is the evaporative cooling
system known as the rock bed regenerative cooler,
developed by the CSIRO Division of Ivlechanical Engineering
(1966). In this process, two chambers filled with crushed

stones are operated alternatively. One chamber is sprayed
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and evaporatively cooled by the exhaust. air while the
other is meanwhile cooling the supply air.

Evaporative cooling syst.ems are economic but their
application is limited to the arid areas on1y. These

systems have very little use in humid areas.

Shaw's development by utilising the increased residence
time to attain increased dehumidifier performance reduces

the energy expenditure for both sources traditional
forms of energy input sources for thermal energy supply'
as well as for thermal and vapour treatment systems of
moist air.

Chinnappa (1981) predicts that, the dehumidification and

cooling by absorption and adsorption systems may have some

economic merit over the state-of-the-art solar cooling
systems but there is an obvious hiatus in available
statistics on realiabilit,y, viability and performance of
habitable buildings cooled by absorption and adsorpt,ion
systems.

Generally, the storage vessels have larger external
surface areas and the total lengths of these external
surfaces are considerably 1ong. In the design presented
in thi; Èhesis, these surfaces have been utilised to
transfer heat and mass between the stored fluid and the
moist air, supplied to the built environment. Residence
time is increased by the continued effect of these larger
transfer surface areas and reduced flow velocities. At
the possible expense of having a less compact heat and

mass exchanger, the power consumption necessary to achieve
a given exchange for the vessel/exchanger system is
minimised.
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3.1 SYSIEI,i AND SYSTEI{ COMPONENTS

An energy conversion d,evice forms an essential element of
the integrated energy storage vessel/heat and mass exchanger
system.

The ot.her eiements are pump, fan, ductwork, pipework and

automatic controls.

The energy conversion d,evices are summarised in the
following table:

THERMAL AND IREAT}4ENT

PROCESSES

ENERGY CONVERSION

DEVTCES

Sensible cooling and

dehumidi f ication

Sensible heating and

dehumidifiction

Vapour compresslon or
absorption chiller

Reverse cycle vapour
compression chiller or
boiler or solar hot water
system.

3.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Storage vessels are an integral part of the system. the
stored ftuid is either water or another selected non-toxic
fluid mixed with the water. The system components for water
circulaÈion are as indicated in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9

Water circuit

PUMP

A pump transports thermal energy to the storage
vessels/exchangers- When the energy leve1 of the st.orage
arrives aL a predetermined value, a water temperature
controller de-energises f irst the energy conversion d.evicer,

then the pump. When the energy is required for the store'
the same waLer temperature controller energises the pump

fir.st, then the energy conversion device.

Th.e air is returned from the controlled. environmenL and then
th'is return air is mixed with the fresh air before the air
m'ixture enters the storage vessels/exchangers aS shown in
Ei.gure I0. the metal surfac'es MSS and. the exposed water
surfaces r¡ISI and. hfSO provide the heat and mass transfer
Ëac'ili Lie5.

The temperat.ure of the upper water layer is kept below the
d"ew point of the entering air when the thermal air treatment
required is sensible cooling and dehumidification.

The temperature of the upper water layer is kept above the
dry butb te,mpe.r.aLure of Lhe enteringr air when the the'rma.l

air treatment required is sensible heaÈing and

humidi fi cati on .

The temperature of the upper water layer is kept above the

dew point of the entering air but below the dry bulb
temperature of that air when the thermal air treatment
required is sensible cooling and humidification.

FJCHANGERSDB/ICE

STORAæ
VESSELS

ERGY
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The temperature of the lower waÈer layer is always below the
temperature of the upper water layer due to the
stratification over the vertical dimension of the storage.

Fig.. I0
Directional air flow for

thermal air !.reatment processes

AUTOMATIC FACE ANO
BV -PAsS OAMPERS
COMTROL þ{OTOR.

EXHAUST AIR

FIXED OAMPER

VESSEL qC¡-IANGæ SVÍEM AUÍOMATIC RE.HEAT
CONTROL MOTOR

Figiure 10 indicates the direction ot air flow incorporated
within the energy storage vessels/exchangers for the thermal
air treatment processes.

Figure II ind.icaLes the automatic damper systems

incorporated within the energy sLcrage vessels/exchangers to
maintain the built environmental conditions within the
prescribed range of tolerances.
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Fig. 1l
Automatic damper sYstems
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- Return air
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Storage vessels/exchangers
Heat transf e,r' surfaces for re-heac (Figure

- Return air d.ry bulb temperature sensor for
-'Return air dry bulb Lemperature sensor for

Return air relative humidity sensor
Automatic face and by-pass damper motor

Automatic re-heat damPer motor

Automatic relative humidity control damper

for winter
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winter
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3 .3 At rorlfÀTrc cor{TRoL FuNcTroNs
Summer and winter operation

lwo refurn
operate in

arr
the

dry bulb temperature sensors are set to
following manner:

Sensor
Sensor

for summer

for winÈer
25ocDB

20ocog
+ 1.5oC

t I.5oc
RTS

RTW

The transfer of mode from heating to cooling or cooling to
heating is automatic.

Sensible coolinq and dehumidification

!{hen the return air d.ry bulb temperature sensor for the
summer RTS senses the temperature of the air which is above

the set poinÈ plus the differential, this sensor through a

controller modulates face (energy storage vessels
,/exchangers) damper and bypass (f resh air,/return air
mixture) damper by Èhe automatic action of the motor AFBD¡4'

proportional to the rise or to the fall of the return air
temperature.

The water temperature controller located on the return waÈer

line to the energy conversion device t oÍ devices, controls
the loading or the unloading stages of that device t oE of
those devices, directly proportionally to the rise or to the
faII of t.he return water temperature in relation to the set
point.

During this mode,

re-heat damper is fully closed, and

re-heat bypass damper is fully open' by the
automatic action of the moLor ARTD¡4' and

relative humidity control dampers for winter are
fully open by the automatic action of the motor

ARITDI4.
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Sensible coolins, dehumidificat,ion and re-heat

During this cooling mode, when the relative humidity sensor
RHS located in the return air stream senses the rise above

the set poinÈ plus t.he differential, this sensor overrides
the action of the air temperature controller and closes the
bypass (fresh air/return air mixture) damper and opens the
face (energy storage vessels/exchangers) damper by the
automatic action of the motor AFBDM.

At. the same time this sensor through a controller modulates
the re-heat damper and the re-heat bypass damper by the
automatic acÈion of the motor ARTD¡{.

The automatic water temperat,ure controller and, the relative
humidity controller for this mode operate in the same manner

as those of sensible cooling and dehumidification.

Sensible heatinq and humidification

When the return air dry bulb temperature sensor for the
wint.er RTW senses the drop below the set point minus the
differential, this sensor through a controller modulates
face (energy storage vessels,/exchangers) damper and bypass
(fresh air/reluri air mixture) damper, by the automatic
action of t.he motor AFBDMT directly proporÈiona1ly to the
fall or to the rise of the return air temperature.

During this mode, the
re-heat bypass damper

of the motor ARTDM.

re-heat damper is fully closed
is fully open by the automatic

and the
action

The relative humidity control dampers for the winter are
normally closed when the relative humidity of the return air
is above the set point plus the differential. !{hen the
relative humidity drops below the set point minus the
differential, the relative humidity sensor RHS through a

controller modulates the relative humidity control dampers

by the automatic action of the motor ARHDM directly
proportionally to the faII or to the rise of return air
relative humidity.
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The wat.er temperature controller during the winter controls
the loading or the unloading stages of the energy conversion
device or devices directly proportionally to the fall or to
the rise of t,he return water temperature in relation to the
set point.

Thermodyn amic state of Èhe moist air

The automatic damper systems conÈro1 the mass flow rate of
the air through the thermal and the vapour treatment
chambers of the energy storage vessels,/exchangers -

This treated air when mixed with the proportion of bypassed

air achieves the thermodynamic state of the moist air which

satisifies Èhe required built environmental load.

The control diagram is included in the section "sketches and

Drawings" of the Appendix.

3.4 TFCENICÀL SUMIIARY

Maqill House

Airconditioned area
Ventilated area

36 .5ocDB

3 .5ocoe

I03 sq. m

9 sq. m

23ocws

8OT RH

10 ,660 watts
1,168 watts

11r828 watts

Ambient conditions for peak load design:

Summer

Winter

Peak Load (cooling):

Sensible
Latent
Total
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Peak Load (heating):

- Sensible
Latent
Total

Supply air (design):
Return air (design ) :
Fresh air (design ) :

LL,278 watts
L,792 watts

I3,072 watts

680 I/s
sls L/s
165 L/s

Electrical energy inPut sources:

Hermetic refrigeration compressor 2 t2O0 watts
Condenser fan 80 watts
Heating,/cooling water pump 100 watts
Control devices ( 3 off ) 72 watts
Supply air fan 460 watts

Storage volume: 2 tL2+ litres

Darwin experimental station

Darwin experimental station is equipped to simulate
controlled environmental conditions with the artificial
loading provided by the electric heaters and the
humidifiers. Electrical energy input sources for the
environmental control system are Lhe same as those of l4agi11

House.

Storage volume 1r000 litres
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Design indoor conditions:

Relation of effective temperature, to dry and wet bulb
temperatures and humidity, with summer and winter comfort
zones-

Charts for velocities up to 0.lm/s i.e. practically still air.
For an air velociby of 0.4m/s the effective lemperabure decreases by l.C.
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4.1 ENERGY LEVELS

Energy level in the storage is time dependent. The

performance of the system is optimised by establishing the
following factors:

the
and

time dependence factor between the energy supply
the energy expenditure;

the manner in which energy is supplied and the energy
is spent;

the energy losses to the surrounding environmenti

the configuration of vessels to release energy to a

load demand;

an economic analysis based on the above which
ultimately determines the magnitude of the storage;

the degree of reliability needed.

Energy storage is mostly in the form of sensible energy
but the contact surface temperatures are maintained within
suitable ranges for the required thermal and vapour
treatment of moist air. Further by controlling these
temperat.ures latent energy can be added to or can be

ext.racted from the moist air if so required by a

particular process.

The storage system operates with significant degrees of
stratification over the vertical dimension of the storage,
and the temperatures of the stratified fluid layers can be

considered as:
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Fig. L2

Stratification of Storage SYstem

TSUS

TSIS

TSLS

FI
F2

F3

A control
A control
A control

function
function
function

SU!ÍMER WINTER

TSUS, TSUW - average temperature of the upper layers of
the storage fluid

TSIS, TSIW - average temperatures of the intermediate
Iayers of the storage fluid

TSLSr TSL!{ - average temperaÈures of the lower layers of
the storage fluid

Energy can only be removed by the mass air flow from the
store when the supply air fan operates. The pump flow
rate 5 can be thought of as the actual mass flow rate
through an energy conversion device aÈ any time.

With t.hese int,erpretations, control functions can be

established for the following:

TSUI{

TSIW

lSLW

energy conversion device
pump

supply air fan.

of
of
of

an

a

a
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Fig. 13 illustrates energy flow diagram
/exchanger system including the control
to above.

Fig. 13

Energy FIow Diagram

for vessel
functions referred
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times
pump operates
times
supply air fan oPerates
times

F3

4.2 IIATEETIiATICAL UODELS OF STORED ENERGY

At any given t.ime, the environmental

two extremities a Peak value and a
Ioad L lies between

minimum value.

The energy conversion device supplies Èhe thermal energy

QT to the store and

QC = Qt + Ia * ,u * P (4'2'l-)

where

QC = thermal energy supplied by the energy conversion

device at any instanÈ
I"** = piping and storage thermal energy loss
and P = thermal energy added to the store for heating and

humidification or t.hermal energy deducted from the store
for cooling and dehumidification by the pumP motor.

During'part of the time, the thermal energy supply Qt by

the energy conversion device exceeds the load L and at
other times it is less. A storage system can be added to
store excess of Q1 over L when QT > L and expend the

energy from the store when QT <

over a given time period, t.he differences between t.he

maximum and the minimum of the integral for the load L

the thermar energy supply Q1, and the thermal loss 1"**
represent the amount of storage capacity s that would

required to permit the energy supply Q1 to meet all of

loads L and all of the losses 1a+w. Hence, the value

,

be

the
of

F2 Q1 (F3L + I
function of time.

tFl
isa

a*w )l dt (4.2.2.)
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energy stored or expended over a finite period
be expressed by the following heat capaciÈy

can be expressed by
( 4.2 .4)

ïtlew = sold + tFl F2 Q1 (F3 L + la+w )l dt
(4.2.3)

where the thermal capacity SU"* of the store at t'he end of
a time interval dt can be calculated from the storage
capacity Sold at the beginning of that time interval dt-

The thermal energy

0T = mp CPw (T.
supply QT

where

Cpw is the specific heat of the stored fluid, Te and To

are the temperatures of the fluid entering and leaving the
vessels,/exchangers respectively and mp is the mass flow of
the fluid through the circuit connecting the energy
conversion device to the vessels/exchangers.

To)

Equation (4.2.3).can
Stt"r = Sold + tFl
1a+\,ù ) I dt

be re-written as:
F2 mp Cpw (T" To) (F3L+

(4.2.s)

The load Lt imposed by the built environment can be

assessed from the conditions of the moist air entering and

leaving the vessels/exchangers and from the corresponding
mass f low of that air. Fig. L4 illustrat,es such thermal
and vapour treatment of moist air by the vessel,/exchanger
system prior to the moist air being supplied to the built
envi ronment.
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The instantaneous environmental control load L can be

est,ablished f rom Fig. 14

L = [(Vr*O Cpnna

+ (vrna Prne Grne
P

H

TFRA

FRA

FRA
V

vse

SAP b

cpsA Psa Tsa)

sA HsA) l
( 4 .2.6)

SA

The equation (4.2.6) can now be introduced to the equation
(4.2.5) to replace L and the final energy balance equation
can now be written as:

tlew = Sold + tFl F2 mP CPw (Te-To) tF3 [ (VFRA Cprne

Pgna Tpne - vse cpsa PsA TsA) + (vrRe Ppne Grna Hrne - vsa

Pse Gse HsA)ll + ra+wldt
(4.2.7)

for the vessel,/exchanger system.

4.3 STORED FLTIID ÎEMPERATTIRES

The ultimate processes required for the thermal and the
vapour treatment of moist air are dependent upon the
conditions of that moist air entering the vessel/exchanger
system. The conditions of the moist air leaving the
vessel/exchanger system and the mass flow of that moist
air through the same system, controlled by the automatic
action of face and bypass damper motor' are to satisfy the
instantaneous airconditioning load L. At the same time,
the effectiveness of thermal and/or vapour treatment of
the moist air required for a particular process is
dependent upon the temperature levels of the stored
f1uid. The temperaÈures of the stored fluid when

initially filled are generally below the temperatures
required for heating and humidification and those fluid
temperatures are generally above the temperatures required
for cooling and dehumidific4tion. The temperatu.res of the

upper and the lower layers of the fluid within the store'
TSUS and TSLS for sunmer and TSUW and TSLI{ for winter ' as
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itlustrated in Fig. L2 can be d.etermined. from the actual
energy added to and/or subtracted frcm Ehe stored mass

over a given period of time dt. The swing in temperatures
of the stored mass as illustrated from experimental data
in Fig. 15 can be acceptable provided that the
e.nvironmental control requirements are meÈ within the
prescribed range of tolerances.

Fis - 15

Water lemperature Swing during lleat and' l'lass Transfer
Cooling Cycle

Upper loyers

Lower loyers

TIME- HOURS

the leaving air dry bulb temperature TSa and the leaving
air moisture content level GSa of the equation (4.2.7) are

depenrlent uporl the l-emperatures and the energy levels that
can be maintained wrthin the stcre by the selection of

appropriate vair-¡es cf TSU and TSf,. These storage

temperatures need to be variable over a wide range between

thermal and vapour air treatment Processes of cooling and

c)
o
u,
É,)Þ
É
r.!
È
UJ

É,
IJ
4

=
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The levels of temperatures TSU and Tr" at any instant
depend upon the mass of the fluid stored Ms, the thermal
energy supply QT' the environmental load L and the losses
la+w. Considering thaÈ the temperatures of the
int.ermediat.e ftuid layers are the averages of the
temperatures of the upper and lower layers, the
intermediate layer temperatures can be expressed by:

The equation (4.2.7) can now be related to the effective
average temperatures of t.he stored fluid as expressed in
the equation (4.3.1).

The equation (4.2.7) can be rewritten as:

ï.i"* SoId l"fs cp*

(tl.* - SoId) = + tFI F2 l4P C

cpFRa Prna Trne - vse cpsa Psa

(TstN.* Tstord)
(4.3.1)

pw
T

(T

SA)

+

ô
+ (v FRA

FRA

FRA

T tF3 t (v\-o'
FRA P t:

HrRe - Vse Psa Gsa rrsA) I I + la+wldt
(4.3.2)

By substituting t.he values of (SN"* SoId) from the
equation (4.3.I) for the equation (4-3-2), we have

MS cpot

tF3 t

(VFRA P

( Tslr,l"*
(VFRA c

FRA GFRA

m\-
'srold t -

Df¡'FRA'FRA
vsa Pse

t Fl E2 I{p Cp* ( T"
vse cpse Pse Tse) +

Gsa Hse) I l+ra+wldt
(4.3.3)

To)

PFRA
HrRa
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I can be

T and T

expressed
bv theÞ!

within approximate
following equations:

SU

TsuN"* + Tsr¡{"*
2 T (4.3.4)

SINew

Tsuold + Tslord
and 2 Tstold (4.3.s)

When the temperature of the upper layers including the
temperature of the exposed water surfaces is kept below

the dry bulb temperature of the entering air i.e-,
Tsu <

approximately equal to the dew point of that entering air
i.e., TsLS D.Prna, the resulting thermal and vaPour air
treatment is sensible cooling and humidification.

4.4 STORAGE RESPONSE

An environmental control load is imposed on the
vessel,/exchanger system when t.he supply air fan
operates. A load curve L has been established for a

period. of time dt from experimental data, recorded for the
means of moving the necessary maSS of selected air to
match the environmental control load demand. The load
curve L indicates the occurrence of the peak load and a

least load of approximately 308. This load curve L
remains the Same for aII environmental- control systems

conventional or vessels/exchangers. In a conventional
environmental control system, the load must be satisfied
instantaneously and therefore the thermal energy supply by

an energy conversion device musÈ follow the contour of the
load profile L. The thermal energy supply by an energy

conversion device for the vessel/exchanger system is to
satisfy the requirements of energy for the store. The

thermal energy supply curve Q1 developed from experimental

data for the vessel,/exchanger syst'em over the same period
of t.ime dt has been imposed on the load curve L for the
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analysis of the storage response. Fig' 16 provides the

d,eÈails of the both curves L and QT in terms of percent'age

of peak load.

Fig. 16

: - ; W.:-r{ptlFsl

The thermal "tt.tgy supply curve Qr¡ can be thoughÈ of as

the actual load. curve for the store of the

vessel,/.exchanger system- After attaining a peak' the load

L declines. Immed,iately after t,he point Ht the thermal

energy supply Q1 becomes great'er than the load' L for the

vessel,/exchanger sysÈem anð Èhe sÈorage of energy begins.

The thermal energy supply to the store continues until t'he

predetermined, energy level of the store is attained' at the

point J- The Èime taken to attain this predetermined'

energy levef is ÎTF. The total thermal energy supplied by

the energy conversion d.evice is the area enclosed by

Ë
b
=t¡¡I
u
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the curve J2HH1JJ1. The energy supplied to satisfy the
environmental load requirements during that time period is
the area enclosed by the curve J2HJJl. The difference
between these two areas enclosed by the curve HHIJH

represents the actual energy stored during this time
interval and this area is designated by store in Fig.
16, When the water temperature controller senses that the
predetermined. storage energy level is reached and the
loads are of comparatively lower values, the thermal
energy supply QT cycles around the load curve L for a

time interval ÎCC. During this period of time little
energy is either added or subtracted from the store of the
vessel/exchanger system until the point K is reached. The

areas enclosed by the curves JIJKJ3 are designated by one

of broken line and the other of continuous line. The

continuous line represents the load curve and the broken
Iine represents the thermal energy supply to the store for
the vessel,/exchanger system.

Immediately after the point K the load L becomes greater
Èhan the thermal energy Qt supplied by the energy
conversion device for t.he vessel,/exchanger system. The

energy is expended from the store until the point R is
reached during the time interval TTG. After the point R,

the thermal energy supply QT for the vessel/exchange
system exceeds the load L. The energy supplied to satisfy
the environmental load requirements during t,his time
period is the area enclosed by the curve J3KK1RJ4. The

total thermal energy supply by the energy conversion
device for the vessel,/exchanger system during this time
period is the area enclosed by the curve J3KRJ4. The

difference between these two areas KK1RK represents the
actual energy expended, from the store. This area is
designated as Energy Expenditure in Fig. 16.

The area HH1JH must be greater t.han the area KK1RK to
satisfy the environmental control requirements plus the
losses from the store. These areas determine the st,orage

capacity for the satisfactory operation of the
vessel/exchanger system.
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The thermal energy storage has two critical parameters

one is the level of the actual Èhermal energy supplied to
the store and the other is t.he period of time associated
with that supply.

On this basis, the time interval TTC can be stipulated for
the effective sizing of the storer âs well as the maximum

output capacity of the energy conversion device. The

height J2H represents the maximum output capaciÈy of the

energy conversion device for the vessel,/exchanger

system. The time interval TTF can be extended and the

time interval TTC can be reduced, to opt'imise Èhe storage
capacity level and the maximum Èhermal capacity output of
the energy conversion device.

4 5 E{ERGY CS¡ SUIIIPTIS¡ FOR BOTE SYSTEIIIS CCh¡VENTIONAI, ÀI.{D

VESSEL/HKCH,ANGER SYSTEI,IS

For all-year-round operaÈion, in the majority of large
buildings, the energy conversion devices are either the

reciprocating compressors fitt.ed with the cylinder
unloading type capacity controllers or the centrifugal
compressors with the guid,e vane controllers. With this
arrang'ement the suction pressure does not drop below the

control seÈpoint minus the differential since the
compressors unload to balance capacity with the

instantaneous load.

capacity cont.rol reduction steps for commercially
available reciprocating and centrifugal compressors have

been established from experimental data which comply with
those supplied by the manufacturers.

In Fig. 5 on section I, one hundred percent of brake
.t

kilof{att, is related to one hundred percent of thermal

energy output of such energy conversion devices. The

coefficient. of performance varies widely between different
refrigeration systemsr âS well as between each system part

Ioad conditions. To maintain the uniformity of
comparative study between different systems and for ease
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of empirical comparison' in Fig. 5 the part load is
expressed in terms of the fraction of the full load. The

brake kilowatt at that part Ioad is expressed in terms of

the fraction of the brake kilowatt consumed at the full
load. The following table illustrates Èhe relationship
between the load and the brake kilowatt.

T OF FULL LOÀD CÀPACIfY

r00
83.3
66.3
50

33.3

T OF RET"ATED BRÀKE KII.OWATT

r00
87

74

6o
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For the reduction of the capital costr ëIS well as

maintenance cost, the number of energy conversion devices

has been kept to absolute minimum for the experiments ' To

maintain the uniformity of comparative study, a single
energy conversion device has been considered for each

system.

The comparative energy consumption for a given

environmental load curve over a time period has been

established, for two systems.

Energy conversion device for a conventional system which

is sized to offset the peak load is designated by system X

in Figures L7 , 18 and 19.

Energy conversion device for vessel/exchanger system which

is sized to offset the major part of the peak load is
designated by system Y in Figures L7 , 18 and 19 '

Fig. L7 provrdes the details of loading and unloa,iling of

cylinders of reciprocating compressors for both systems.
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Fig. L7

Loading & Unloading of
Cylinders for both SYst'ems

r.0
@MPRESSOR I.OAD RESPONSE.

COTWE¡TþNAL SYSTEM.

-æ 
vEssEL/ E\CHANGER
SYSTEM.

Jl 1t¡E I.IOURS

E,or lhe cõnventional system the cyf inaers- f oa¿ an¿ ti¡èÏ
unload,,with respect to the load curve L of Fig. 16- For

Èhe vessel,/exchanger System, Èhe cylind.ers load' and Èhey

unload with respect to the Èhermal energy supply QT to the

store of Fig - 16-.

The analysis time period for which both systems are
analysed is the summation of Èhe Èime segmenÈs TTF.' TTC

and TTG of Fig. 16- In Fig. L7, time segments taken for
different steps of loading and unload'ing of cylinders for
reciprocating compressors are clearly d'efined. The brake

kilowatt curves for both systems are then d'eveloped in
Fig. tB on the basis of these time segments for
reciprocating comPressors.
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Fig. 18

Brake Kilowatt Consumpt.ion

Reciprocating Compressors

x2

-ENERGY CONSUMPTION.

CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM
i

-. 
iVESSEL/TXEANGER

SYSTEM .
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v X1

Jl t¡ptE - HoURS J1

Fig. 19 provides t,he details of the brake kilowatt curves
for both systems when centrifugal type refrigeration
compressors are used instead of reciprocating compressors.
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Fig. 19

Brake Kilowatt ConsumPtion
Centri fugal Compressors

81

x1

- 

TTB TTX

J3

TIME- HOURS

Motor and transmission losses are not considered as these
losses are common to the both systems.

The maximum leaving condenser water Èemperature recorded
$ras 3 5oc .

The brake kilowatt consumpt.ion for both systems varies
with the time. The brake kilowatt, then' can be expressed

in the following terms:
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BKW = F(t)
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system, syst.em X

Vessel/exchanger system, system Y

BKW = g(t)

In Figures 18 and 19 the area BIB2B3B4B5B1 represents the
additional brake kilowatt hour consumed by the
vessel/exchanger system over that of the conventional
system during the time period TTB. The area
B4X1X2X3X4X5B4 minus the shaded areas represents the
additional brake kilowatt hour consumed by the
conventional system over that of the vessel/exchanger
system during the time period TTX. For the reciprocating
compressor the one parameter of the shaded areas related
to B4X1X4X5 represents the time when the compressor for
the conventional system is off and the other parameter
related to this area is the brake kilowat.t which is not
consumed during this period. For the same compressor the
shaded areas enclosed within the boundaries of X1X2X3X4XI

represents the additional brake kilowatt hour consumed by

the vessel,/exchanger system over that of Èhe conventional
syst.em. The addit.ional brake kilowatt hour consumed by

the convent.ional system over that of the vessel,/exchanger
system at least load conditions is due to the fact t.hat
the compressor for the conventional system is operating at
a much lower proportional load band than that of the
vessel,/exchanger system.

The area BlB2B3B4B5B1 can be expressed as

!Lnl

f tst(t) fr(t)ldt
LLol

and the area B4XIX2X3X4X5B4 minus the shaded areas can be

expressed as

En2

J tt2(r) sz(t)ldr
!Lnl
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The additional brake kilowatt' hour consumed by the
conventional system is greater than t.he additional brake

kilowatt hour consumed by the vessel,/exchanger syst'em'

The storage of energy for the vessel,/exchanger system

begins when both the load L and the energy leve1s of the
surrounding environmenÈ are of comparatively lower
values. The increase in the thermal energy supply Q1 for
lower brake kilowaÈts occurs when t.hese conditions exist.
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5 .1 GENER^AL

The thermodynamic Processes of the integrated storage
vesse1s,/exchangers involving Èhe transfer of heat' mass and

momentum have been studied for these experiments.

During the cooling and dehumidification cycle, the heat and

moisture transfer are effected at boih the metal surfaces
MSS and the exposed water surfaces WSI and WSO of Figure 7.

During the heaÈing and humrdrtication cycle' sensible heat'

is add.ed via the metal surfaces MSS and both heat and

moisture is added at. the exposed water surfaces.

During the sunmer, when the cooling and,/or dehumidification
requirements are predominant, the warmer water is drawn from

the top layers by the energy conversion device and is then

returned to the bottom layers.

During the winÈer, when the heating anð./ot humidification
requirements are predominant, the colder water is drawn from

the bottom layers, is heated by the energy conversion device
and is Èhen returned, to the Èop layers.

The transfer mode between heating to
heaÈing is automatic and is achieved
valves as shown in Figure 20.

cooling or cooling Èo

by automatic three-waY
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Fig. 20

lransfer Mod.e

t
I

TH.W.V

+ COOL¡NG

-+> HEATING
TH.W.V. - THREE WAY

MODULATING
VALVE.

The return air temperature sensor selects the mode of
operation and operates the three-way valves as required.

When a centrifugal type air fan is used, the condition of
the air is turbulent at the discharge. This turbulent
energy is normally completely lost but in the present
systems it is utiLised to augment the transfer of heat and

moisture.

The experimental units are fitted with:

an automatic face and bypass damper system,
an automatic re-heat damper system, and

an automatic relative humidity d.amper system.

Psychrometric charts based on experimental data are included.
in this section to indicate the thermodynamic state of the
moist. air at d,ifferent locations within Èhe system during
the thermal and. vapour treatment process.

TH.W.V.

VESSEL VESSEL

ENERGY
CONVERSION
DEVICE

PUMP
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Fig.
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The notations for psychrometric charts are:

Fresh air
Fresh/return air mixture (entering air)
Room or return air

- Air leaving waÈer,/meta} combined horizontal surface

Air Ieaving the integrated storage /exchangers
Mixed air. A mixture of FRA and SA

Upper water laYer temPerature

Lower water laYer temPerature
A hypothetical saturated air temperaÈure.

FA

FRA

RA

WA

SA

MA

Tsu

Tsr,
m

Þ

T5L
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The fresh air FA mixes with t,he return air RA and the

mixture FRA represents the conditions of the air entering
the storage/exchangers. some portion of this air bypasses

the storage exchangers through the bypaÈs duct. WA, SA and

MA represent the air
. Ieaving the water/metal combined horizontal

surface t '

. leaving the storage,/exchangers,
and the mixed air resPectivelY.

The mixed air MA then is supplied to the controlled
environment and MARA is the room sensible heat factor.

5.2 BYPASS FACTORS

The automatic face and bypass damper system allows the fresh
air,/return air mixt.ure to bypass the thermal exchange

chambers if so required by the process. A return air sensor

modulates this automatic face and bypass damper motor. AIso

some portion of the fresh air/return air mixture remains

unaltered (unmixed) when it passes through the thermal and

vapour exchange chambers. Thus the system effectively has

two bypass factors.

Bypass factor BFI Distance between the two points FRA & SA

Di s tance
in the figure 2L established
air,/return air mixture which
through the thermal exchange

between the two Points FRA & TS

the portion of the fresh
remains unaltered when Passes
chambers.

Bypass factor BF2 Distance between the two ints FRA & l',fA

Distance between the two points FRA & SA

in the figure 2L establishes the fresh air,/return air
mixture which has by-passed the thermal and vapour exchange

chambers through the automatic bypass duct.
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5.3 THER.ùIAL AI{D VAPOT'R TRE,AT¡IENT SYSTEIII FOR ¡{OIST AIR

The application of this system is complicated by the
following:

when the temperatures of the upper and lower layers
of the stored fluid are above the wet bulb
temperature of the fresh air/return air mixture
then both the dry bulb and wet bulb temperature
the supply air SA rise.

FRA

of

when the temperatures of the upper and lower layers
of the stored fluid are below the wet bulb
temperature of the fresh air/return air mixture FRA'

then a lowering of both the dry bulb and wet bulb
temperatures of the supply air SA occurs.

humidification and sensible cooling processes occur
when the upper layer water temperature is above the
dew point of the fresh air/return air mixture FRA but
at or below the wet bulb temperat,ure of that mixture.

dehumidification and sensible cooling processes occur
when the upper layer water temperature is below the
dewpoint of the fresh air/return air mixture FRA.

sensible heat is transferred from
air/return air mixture FRA to the
re-heat purposes.

the fresh
supply air SA for

the thermodynamic state of the moist mixed air MA

must be maintained in such a condition that the pre-
set values of the controlled environment are met.
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5 . 4 SEN STBLE COOLING , DEEUIIÍTDTFICATIOû¡ AND RE-HE;AT

5.4.I Re-heat

Fig. 22

Re-heat, Darwin station
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Heat. transfer surfaces have been incorporated within
the units to transfer heat from the warmer fresh
air,/return air mixture stream to the thermally

treated colder air stream. During the time segment

taken by the incoming fresh air,/return air mixture to

1S
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travel through the inlet chamber, heat and mass

t.ransfer take place between the exposed water surface

and the said air mixture stream and simultaneously
heat transfer takes place beÈween the colder air
stream leaving the units and the said air mixture
st.ream. The changes in the thermodynamic state of
t.he moist mixed air in Lhe inlet chamber are from
FRA2 to WA and the changes in the thermodynamic state
of the moist colder air leaving the units are from

sA2 to sA3. FRA2 represents the f resh air,/return air
mixture prior to the re-heat treatment and FRA3

represents the fresh air/return air mixture after the
re-heat treatment.

5.4.2 Sensible cooling and dehumidification

Figures 2L and 22 illustrate the cooling and

dehumidification processes of the experimental
units. The fresh air/return air mixture FRA has

higher moisture content for the conditions presented

in Figure 22 than that for the conditions presented

in Figure 2L. The temperatures of the upper and

Iower layers of storage fluid for the Figure 22 are

higher than those of the Figure 2L- The moisture
content of the supply air sA needs to be lowered when

the return air relative humidity rises above the set
point plus the differential. The lowering of
moisture content of supply air SA results in the

lowering of the dry bulb temperature of supply air
sA. sensible heat. ratio factor MARA for Figure 22 is
Iower than t.hat f or Figure 2I. When the room

sensible heat factor MARA declines as in the case of
Figure 22 the sensible heat SAISA2 is added to the

supply air SA to maintain the pre-set values of the

controlled envi ronment.
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.5 EVÀPORÀTIVE COOI,ING EFFECT AT lEE WATER SI'R3ACE5

In an evaporative cooling system, the thermodynamic

stat,e of the moist supply air results from the
exchange of sensible energy for latent energy- When

the operaÈing mode of the presenÈ system changes from
heating to cooling or from cooling Èo heatingr the
water temperaÈures päss Èhrough a band in which
ad,vantage can be taken of the evaporaÈive cooling
effect.

Fig.23
Evaporative cooling effect,

Magill House

SO
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TSU and TSf, are the temperatures of the upper and

lower layers of the storage. Ihe dew point of the
fresh air/return air mixture FRA is less than t'he

surface water temperature TSU and this dew point
falls within the temperature range of TSU and' TSr..

Some portion of t,he mixture FRA passes over t'he

exposed water surface of the experimental units. The

conditions of t,he air leaving the water surface are

represented by lriA. Evaporative cooling takes place
between the points FRA and WA. The exposed water
surface area can be adjusted to shift WA close to lSU

if so required for a parÈicular process.
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6 EEATING À}ID HT]IILTDIFICÀTIOI¡

FLg.24
Heating and humidificaÈion,

t'tagi11 House

80

â f¡ 35 4)
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ENTHALPY *t./ xs.

Figure 21 il lustraÈes ;he heating and humidification
process c-or the experimenÈal units. the moisture
ad,d.ed to the portion of Èhe aìr Passing through the

experimental units is the difference in moisture
content levels between the conditions FRA and sA.

When the heating mode is provided' by an ordinary
håater or a water heating coil, the fresh ait/reEurn
air mixture is rePresented by FRAO and Èhe return air
condiÈions are at RAO. The moisture must then be

added to this system to maintain necessary comfort
conditions.

5 .7 ENERGY TR.ANSFER

The energy is drawn from the energy storage for the thermal

treatment of the moist supply air. The parameters affecting
the performance of the experimental units can be classified
as constant quantities, variable quantities and adjustable
quantities.

ã
trll

l¡J

IJ

t¡¡

)
t¿l
o

4
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Constant quantities

The constants introduced as design elements are:

Iength of vertical metal air tunnels,
vertical contact surfaces, air and watert
mass flow of transport agent (water) r

maximum mass flow of air.

Variable ouantities

the variables involved at any particular insÈant of
operation are:

air mass flow and air velocity through the thermal
and vapour exchange chambers of the experimental
units,

conditions of fresh air,/return air mixture entering
the thermal and vapour exchange chambers'

upper and lower layer temperatures of the st'ored
fluid,

tbtat energy leve1 of the stored fIuid.

Adiustable guantities

The adjustable variables are exposed horizontal water
surface area and horizontal metal surface area at the
exposed water surface.

The driving potential behind the transfer of heat and

moisture for these experiments cannot be kept constantr âs

their potential values vary with the fluctuating Ioad.

5.8 }IOIST MIXED AIR

The moist supply air SA

chambers mixes with the
leaving the thermal treatment
f resh air,/return air mixture FRA and
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the thermodynamic state of the mixed air MA must satisfy all

Ioad values between the peak value and the minimum value.

In Figures 2L, 22, 23 and 24 the fresh air/return air
mixture FRA enters at the horizontal combined water/metal

surfaces. The leaving air conditions are represented by WA

on the psYchrometric charts.

The heat exchange can be represented by

VFRA cprne eFRA rrna - vwa cpwa pwe Twe= Awl'l LMTDw¡4 hwM

where

LlvlTD*t= T¡,Re

Tm,t

hwl¡

Awl,t

FRA

WA

v
Cp

P

T

Twe

TFRA Twl,t

ln
TWe - TWl,t

combined water/metal surface temperature' oc

total heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 0C

combined wabex/metal surface arear s8'ffi

flresh air,/return air mixture conditions
conditions of air leaving the combined surface

air flow, m3/s

specif ic heat , KL/KG of DA. 0c

density ' kq of DA

m3

temperature' ocoB

P TWA ],/lVpne.CpFRA. eFRA'TrRa -. \7
"wAso hwtnl

I LMTDWM AWl,t l

pwA WA

(s.6.1)
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mass transfer rate per unit can be establishedSimilar1y the
by

Mwu Ivrna PFne Grne vwa pwe Gwel / Awv ( 5.6 .2 )

mean metal surface temperature, oC

vertical metal surface arear sg.m

heat transfer coefficient of vertical metal surface
oc

where

G gm of moisture/kg of D.A. '
= mass transfer rate per unit areatMwt't qm of moisture

sq. m. s

for combined water,/metal surface.

The air leaving the horizontal water,/meta1 surface WA enters
the metal tunnels. Further heat and moisture transfer
process takes place this time between the air and the

vertical metal surfaces. The air leaving the metal tunnels
is represented by the conditions SA. The heat and mass

transfer for the metal surfaces can be rePresented by

hM (VWa Cpwe PWe Twe V cpse PsA TsA) '/SA

( L¡{TD¡{. AM) (5.6.3)

where SA, - conditions of air leaving the vertical thermal
air treatment chambers,

T T
WA SA

LIUTD¡4 In ( Twn Tl,t)

(T
SA T

T{

T¡{

AM

h¡4

w/m2
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and

MM lvwe Pwe Gwe - Vse Pse Gsel / A!{

where
I\'1¡{ - mass transfer rate per unit areat

for vert,ical metal surface

(5.6.4)

gm of moisture
sq.m, s

Figures 25-3L illustrate the heat transfer coefficients and

the mass transfer rates for the experimental units.
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Fig. 25

Combined surface, heat Èransfer coeffícients, heating and

humidification
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Fig. 26

Combined surface mass transfer raÈes per unit area, heating and

humidification
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Fig. 27

Met.al surface, heat transfer co-efficients, heating and

humidi fication
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Fig. 28

Combined surface heaÈ transfer coefficients, cooling and

dehumidi f icati on
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Fig. 29

Combined surface, mass transfer rates per unit area, cooling and

dehumidi ficaÈion
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Fig. 30

Metal surface, heat transfer coefficients' cool-ing and

dehumidi f icati on
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Fig. 3r
Metal surface, mass transfer rates per unit area, cooling and,

dehumidification
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5.9 CONCLUSIGI

The characteristics which dominate the heat and moisture
transfer processes in these experiments are:

the temperature differentials between :

the entering air and the mean surface water for the
combined ñetal/waLer surface,
the entering air and the mean metal for the metal
surface.

the vapour pressure differentials between:
the entering air and the mean surface water for the
combined metal,/water surf ace,
the ent.ering air and the mean metal for the metal
surface.

the
the
the
the
the
t.he

mean air velocities,
configuration of the air tunnels '
roughness of the surfaces t

profile of the air flow,
characteristic length of contact,
wave forms of the exposed water surfaces.

Analyses of aII these criteria are beyond the scope of the
present study; the intention of this research is to assess
the overall performance of the experimental units. The

performances are recorded for essential characteristics,
such as:

the conditions of fresh air/return air mixture
entering the experimental units,
the conditions of air leaving the combined

water/metal surface,
the condtions of air leaving the metal surfaces,
the mass air f1ow,
the surface water temperature,
the temperature of waÈer at the bottom layers of
the storage,
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the thermal energy supply by the energy conversion
device,
the primary energy input.

At any instant, the air velocity Èhrough the metal tunnels
is higher than that' through the combined metal,/water surface
chamber. The rates of heat and mass transfer for the

combined. horizontal surface are greater than those of the

vertrcal metal suri-aces for the Same mean air velocity and

the same temPerature differentral. the iength and area of
the metal,/water surface at Èhe Same time are far less than

those of the exposed metal surfaces.

The experimental data conform to the established
Èhermodynamic principles, including the following:

heat and

increase
moisture transfer rates increase with the
in velocity and temperature differential'

heat and moisture transfer rates decrease with the
decrease in velocity and LemperaÈure differential,

Iow mass

Reynolds
transfer rates are the results of low

number,

the portion of the fresh air,/return air mixture FRA

which remains unchanged when it passes through the
t.hermal exchange chambers increases with the increase
in velocity.

PRESST]RE DIFFERENTIÀT,S

The pressure differentials for the heat and. moisture
transfer have been kept at least values for t'hese

experiments. The static pressure differentials for the air
treatment and the pressure differential for the circulation
of water through the storage vessels have been measured.
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A four row water cooling coil whose thermodynamic
characterist,ics and air mass flow are similar t.o those of
the experimental units $tas selected and the Pressure
differentials for both the fluids were measured.

Experimental units

InsÈallation Air quantity StaÈic pressure

r/s d.if f erential
Pa

Magi11, SA

Darwin, NT

Magill, SA

Darwin, NT

50+

455

72

79

Water ouantity Total Pressure
Ks/s differential

kPa

0 .38
0.32

r0 .8
7.8

4-row Cooling Coil

Face Velocity Fins per Air quantity Static pressure
m/s metre L/s differential

Pa

2.5 395 s00 163

Water quanÈity Total Pressure differential
L/s kPa

0.s9 L/s 30.3

The metal surfaces in the l4agill installation are of
galvanised sheet steel and those in Darwin installation are

of sand-blast.ed aluminium sheet.
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The surface areas and the lengths of contact with the
transport fluid for an ordinary cooling coil are I'ess than

those in these experiments. The surface areas and the
lengths of contact with Èhe air for an ordinary cooling coil
are nearly equal to those in these experiments.

Fig. 32

A typical cooling coil

AIR FLOW TU BES FI N5

In an ordinary cooling coilr âs illustrated in Figure 32, the

tubes carrying the transport fluid have been staggered for an

intimate and prolonged contact between the air and the
cooling surface. the rippled corrugated fin construction
augments air turbulence for higher heat transfer, but at' the

cost of inireased pressure droP

In these experiments the fluid (water) is circulated through
the vessels. The rate of change of mass of f luid within t'he

vessels with respect to the total mass is kept to'an absolute
minimum value to optimise the stratification. The viscous
shear forces on the separating membranes are reduced by

minimising the magnitudes of the local velocities and the
heat, mass and momentum transfer are optimised by increasing
the contact time between the fluid and. the transfer surfaces.

The design objectives as stated under l'lomentum, Energy and

Matter Transfer of Section 1.1.4.6 are satisfied by reducing

the magnitudes of the viscous shear forces for the fluid
streams and by increasing the residence time

o
o

o
o
o
o
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6.1 GENERAI,

Availability of solar energy is time-dependent. The

energy requirements for an environmental control system
are also tíme-dependent. The supply of thermal energy has

to meet aII of the requirements of the environmental
control load.

The major elements of a solar powered environmental

control syst.em are: solar collectors, Storage, conversion
devices, Ioads, auxiliary energy supplies and the control
system. The characteristics and performance of each of
those elements is related to Èhat of the others. A hot
water store supported by an auxitiary power source forms a

steady source of thermal energy supply. The energy flow
for an ordinary Solar powered environmental control system

is illustrated below.

Fig. 33

Schematic Diagram of an OrdinarY
Solar Powered Environmental Control System
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Where sensible cooling and dehumidification is a

predominant requirement, the sensible energy stored in the
form of hot water needs to be converted into cold water by
an energy conversion device to satisfy the cooling load.

!{hen heating is required, the hot water is directly
supplied to meet the heating load.

6.2 SENSIBLE COOI,ING AND DEEUUIDIFICATION

îhe temperature of the hot waÈer required for the
satísfactory operation of t.he Lithium Bromide water
absorption chiller is in the range of 82oc 88oc.
considering an average ambient temperature of 34oC DB, as

is typical in Darwin, the temperature d.ifferential across
Èhe insulated waIl of the hot water store is

88 + 82 34 51oc
2 (6.1)

assuming the mid range of allowable temperature. the rate
of energy loss from Èhe hot water st.orage is d.ependent

upon the temperature d.ifferenÈial, heat transfer rate and

the areas of the insulaÈed walls.

The presenÈ integrated storage
several storage vessels. Both
st,ored within these vessels.

For a solar powered environmental
storage vessels,/exchangers can be

in the following d.iagram.

vessels,/exchangers
hot and. cold water

have
can be

control system,
incorporated as

the
d.etailed
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Fig. 34

A Typical Solar Powered Environmental
Control System

with Energy Storage Vessels,/Exchangers

AIR OUI

MP

SOLAR
COLLEgfORS AIR IN

PUMP

PUMP PUMP

A cold water storage can be rncrociuced on the downstream
side of the energy conversion device as shown in the
diagram.

For sensible cooling and dehumidification process, when

sufficient energy is collected and it is stored in the
form of hot water, this energy can then be easily
converted into the cold water by an absorption
compressor. The cold water temperature range, thaÈ is
requíred for the sensible cooling is ,9oc to 14oc. The

temperature Aitferential across the insulated- st.orage wall
then is

34 14+9 34 11 .5 = 22.5oc.

(6.2)2

this temperature differential is
cold water storage vessel.

HEAT
REJECTION

A
or^

ENERGY
CONVERSION
DEVICE

HOT
WATER

STORAGE
COLD
WATER

AIR

AIR IN

for an ordinary insulated
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For integrated storage vessels/exchangers, the average
temperature within the tunnels is approximately l7oCog
therefore the temperature differential across the
insulated wall is

34 L7 rToc

aJ.r

and

Where sensible cooling and dehumidification is a

predominant requirement as in Northern part of Australia,
the major part of the energy store can be in the form of
cold water. Besides, by utilising energy storage
vessels/exchangers, the advantage that can be obtained is
the reduced rate of energy loss by minimising the
temperature differential across the insulated wal1 by

51 T7 3 4oc (6.4)

(6.3)

system
hot and

The percentage by which the temperature differential can

be reduced is approximately

(273 + 51) (273 + L7) 3+ = 10 .5t
(273 + 51) 32+

6.3 STORAGE VOLUI{E

The integrated energy storage vessel/exchanger
provide the facilities for both water storages
cold.

When one litre volume of hot water is stored for the
sensible cooling and dehumidification process, the cooling
energy that can be available from this volume is

0.9684 x (88-82) x 4.L97 x 0.6 L+.6
(6.6)
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where

0.9684 = Density, kg/m3

88 82 = 6 = usable temperature change of hot water
assuming LiBr HZ} system, oc

4.197 = specif ic heat , kj/kg oc

0.6 = Absorption compressor efficiency
L4.6 = energy content

Í{hen one litre volume of cold water is stored for the
sensible cooling and d,ehumidification process, the cooling
energy that can be available from this volume is

0.9989 x (14 9) x +.I89 = 20.92
(6.7)

where
0.9989 = Density, kg/^3
LA-g = $ = usable temperature change for cold water, oc

4.189 = specific heat, kj/kg oC

20.92 = Energy content , kj/Litre

Where the sensible cooling and dehumidification process is
a predominant. requirement, further advantage can be taken
of the.cold water storage. The advantages of this is the
reduction in storage volume for the same duty of the
system. This reduction can be established from the unit
litre energy storage capacity, i.e.
i.e, 43.2*

20.92 - L4.6 = 0.432
L+.6

6 .4 CCI[CrUSrG¡

The integrated energy storage vessels,/exchangers may have

many storage vessels, the numbers of which are determined
from the requirements of the storage capacity and the
surface areas, which are determined from the heat and mass

transfer requirements. The hot water store and the cold
water store as shown in the Fig.3+ can be the integral
parts of the energy storage vessels,/exchangers.
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Where the sensible cooling and dehumidification process is
predominant, reduction of the rate of energy, loss and Ín
the storage volume can be achieved by the incroporation of
energy storage vessels/exchangers of the type studied in
this thesis.
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7.L DISCUSSIONS AI{D CONCLUSIONS

7.1.1. Buildings

Environmental loads when rising from least values t'o
peak values over a period of time are always higher

for a Iight-weight building than for a medium-weighÈ

or a heavy-weighÈ building.

Where higher average daily temperature ranges exist,
the ambient t.emperatures and other external energy

Ievels move at a faster rate over a period of time
between low and high extremities. In these areas '
external energy levels require a longer period of
time before they can bring any change in the internal
energy levels of a medium-weight or a heavy-weight
building. For a light-weight building, these changes

occur wiÈhin a comparatively shorter period. These

time lags are caused by the thermal- diffusivities of
building materials. The ambient energy levels
between least values and peak values pass through an

aóceptable band of energy levels. The duration
period of these acceptable bands varies widely. When

the duration period is lengthy, the building can be

ventilated by mechanical means with ambient air to
reduce the expenditure of traditional forms of
energy.

!{here lower average daily temperature ranges exist,
the ambient t.emperatures and other external energy
levels move at a slower rate over a period of time
between low and high extremities. Again in these
areas, the values of lower extremities are in close
proximity of the internal energy levels. In these
areas, the instantaneous environmental control load

of a tight-weight build.ing is greater than that of a
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medium-weight or a heavy-weight building when the
load is in the rising mode. But after the peak load
occurence when the solar load declines, the
instantaneous load of a light-weight building is less
than that of a medium-weight. building or a heavy-
weight building. These higher loads for medium to
heavy-weight mass buildings are caused by the higher
building fabric storage factors.

Medium-weight or heavy-weight buildings have
advantages with regard to the decrease of the peak

Ioad values but they tend to be more expensive,
particularly where transportation of materials over
long distances is a major part of Èhe cost. The

suggestion of Szokolay (1981) was to explore the
possibilities of locally available materials and to
commercialise these resulting techniques. On the
other handr ârì economic compromise can be made by the
acceptance of a vessel,/exchanger system for a light-
weight building where energy can be drawn from the
artificial store of a vessel,/exchanger system to
satisfy peak load of a light-weight building.

7 .L.2 Éwi-ronmental Control Systens

Both the compressor of a vapour compression
refrigeration cycle and the absorber/generator of an

absorption cycle attain a higher refrigerating effect
for a given mechanical and external energy input when

there are large favourable energy driving forces
available between the condenser and the surrounding
environment. During this favourable t.ime period, the
actual load is only fraction of the peak load and

compressors and absorbers/generators are only partly
loaded for a conventional environmenÈal control
system. Instead of matching the thermal energy
supply to the instantaneous environmental cont.rol
load, equipment supplies thermal energy directly to
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the store for a vessel/exchanger system. The

equipment is mostly fully loaded during this higher
refrigerating effecÈ period for a vessel/exchanger
system and this collected energy satisfies later
peaks in the load demand.

The thermodynamic efficiency of the condensing units
at fu1I load operating cond.itions is greater than
that at part load operating conditions. For the
vessel,/exchanger system, the size of the condensing

units are lower than those of the conventional
environmental control system. the electrical and

other external energy consumption is further reduced

for the vessel,/exchanger system by operating the
Iower capacity condensing units at higher load ratio
levels at part load conditions Èhan operating higher
capacity condensing units at lower load ratio
Ievels. Besides, the ful1 load operating time of
lower capacity condensing units have been made longer
than that of higher capacity condensing units.

In an ordinary cooling coil, the total energy
transfer is maximised by increasing the convective
transfer coefficients through increasing the local
velocities of fluid over the transfer surfaces. For

a given mass flow and fixed transfer area this
implies an increase in the number of rows of coils.
When the number of ro!{s is increased, the
effectiveness of downstream ro$¡s decreases as the
driving force for the transfer process decreases with
each successive row.

For the vessel,/exchanger system, the secondary
transfer surfaces in the form of fins are totally
eliminated. The primary surface areas have been

increased to compensate for the loss of the secondary

surface. The viscous shear forces for the fluid
streams are reduced by minimising the magnitude of
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the local velocities. Residence time is increased by

the cont,inued effect of larger primary transfer area

and reduced flow velocities. Thus at the possible
expense of having a less compact heat and mass

exchanger and Iarger primary transfer surface areas '
the power consumption necessary to achieve a given

exchange is reduced.

In tropical areas, where dehumidificat.ion is a

significant requirement, sometimes overcooling is
required to remove the excess moisture present in the
air. To mainÈain the built environmental conditions
within a range of prescribed values' necessary
sensible heat. is then added after the overcooling
process.

In a conventional environmental control system, this
sensible heat is supplied from an another external
source at the expense of additional traditional forms

of energy.

The traditional forms of energy expended to achieve
this re-heat requirement, for a conventional
environmental conÈrol system is totally eliminated
tor the vesset/exchanger system by the incorporation
of heat transfer facilities between the warmer fresh
air or fresh air/return air mixture stream and the
colder air stream leaving the thermal and vapour
treatment chambers of the vessel,/exchanger unit.

7 .L.3 Energy Storage

The capacities of the energy conversion devices such

as refrigeration compressors and absorbets/generators
have been reduced by the addition of thermal stores
f or the vessel,/exchanger systems. By the
incorporation of artificial thermal store, the
additional energy plus plant capacities which fill
the store in times of low demand satisfy the later
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peaks of high demand. The duration of these peaks is
relatively short and thus the size of the store can

be kept reasonably small.

Thermal losses are of critical importance. When the
storage is made large enough to satisfy the loads for
a considerable period, it becomes economically
impractical. To recover some of the thermal losses
from short-time storage, air tunnels have been

incorporated around the storage vessels of the
vessel,/exchanger systems. This reclaimed energy is
then utilised for the thermal and vapour treatment of
moist air supplied to the built environment.

7.2 FUTURE WORK

Analyses of all physical and thermodynamic criteria are
beyond the scope of present experiments. Further work is
'needed to investigaÈe.

the shape of the storage vessels

The shape of the storage vessels dictates the
configuration of air tunnels. The separating membranes

which separate the stored fluid from the air stream are
responsible for thermodynamic exchange.

the waves formed on t.he exposed water surfaces

When,the moist air passes over the exposed water
surfaces, the waves are formed on those surfaces.
shapes of the waves differ with different air and

velocities.

The

water

the rouqhness of the metal surfaces

The metal surfaces separate the stored fluid from the
stream of moist air. The roughness of these surfaces has

greater impact on the thermodynamic exchange.
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optimisation of the sizes o f svstem components

The Èrade-off between capital and operating cost will
Iead Èo different distribution of the sizes of components

in the system for different climatic regions and building
types. A general optimisation method is highly
desirable.
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8 .1 GENER¡IL

Two systems have been considered tor economic evaluaÈion.

A conventiônal airconditioning unit, designated by SysÈem X

and Energy storage vessels/exchangers designated by System

Y.

The capital costs for the common components such as

ductwork and air filters are deleted from both systems for
the comparative evaluation of costs and energy.

The economic factors considered for evaluation are:

capital recovery in terms of amortisation and

depreciation,
capital, operating and maintenance costs,
useful life span of the plant,
expected rate of increase of price for traditional
forms of energy,
expected rate of inflation.

8.2 ECoIOMIC ÀPPROACE

Assuming

. extra capital cost of vessels,/exchangers Co($/kw of
refrigeration )

. current electrical and other changes fo($/Unit of
energy )

. annual energy savings by the vessels/exchangers over a
conventional airconditioning system E(units of energy)

. expected rate of increase of electrical and other
charges Y"(percent per annum)

. expected interest (discount) rate i.(percent per

annum)

. expected inflation rate J(percent per annum)

. life cycle n(years)



effective
becomes

Y=

and

I-

For ease of
kilowatt of
systems has

annum.
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rate of increase in electrical and other charges

Y-s--j
J (8.1)

i.-J

+I

1+J (8.2)

Then the present worth of savings S in year n can be

represented by

S = EF^ [l+Y]nv 
-tl+irn 

(8.3)

The extra capitat cost Co for the vessel/exchanger system

is also subject, to the interest rate ic and the inflation
rate J. Therefore the effective interest rate is applied
to Co. Thus compound interest Coi calculated. for each

consecutive year is applied to the extra capital cost Co

for the vessel/exchanger system.

The actual pay-back period of 'p' years can be

by deducting the compound interest Coi fot any

the pre'sent worth of savings S f or that year.

calculated
year from

comparison' the unit cost is basêd on each

refrigeration and the operational time for
been considered as 24 Hrs,/day for 365 days

both
per

8.3 CAPITAL COSTS

Table I is drawn to provide the details of capital costs
for the installations located in Darwin. The conventional
airconditioning unit is one of the batch production,
whereas the vesset,/exchanger system is one-off production '
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TÀBLE VIII.I

CONVENTIONAL UNIT
(SYSTEM X)

ç/KW OF REFRIGERATION

VESSELS/EXCHANGERS

( SYSTE¡4 Y )

$,/KW OF REFRIGERATION

Ref rigeration condensing
set and controls

Evaporation coil, TX valve
and refrigeration piping

Casing

Supply air fan

Controls

Refrigeration chiller and

controls

149 .30

35.20

38 .70

4L.20

25 .80

36.80

33.70

183.90

Energy storage vessels
exchangers 181.40

TOTAL: 290.20 435.80

8.4 OPERÀTII{G COSTS

Table II is drawn to provide the details of annual energy
consumption for two systems conventional and

vesselsr/exchangers
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TABLE VIII.II

CONVB{TIONAL UNIT

SYSTE¡4 X

KWH/KW OF

REFRIGERATION

VESSELS,/EXCHANGERS

SYSTEM Y

KWH/K9{ OF

REFRIGERATTON

First
Second

Thi rd
Fourth

TOTAL:

757

+04

410

52L

616

34s

351

438

2 t092 1,750

The electrical tariff for Darwin is as follows:

First 300

Next 1200

Next 4500

Next 2+000

Next 60000

Remainder

uni ts
ll_

il-

ll-

ll-

ll-

cents/each
cents,/each
cents/each
cents,/each
cents/each
centsr/each

Kwh
ll

ll

ll

ll

I

20.64
15.0r
LI.92
10.01

7 .48
7.0a

Considering an average tariff of L4.4 cents per unit of
Kilowatthour and +l cents per Kilolitre of water' the
operating costs for the two systems are:
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TABLE VIII.III

CONVENTIONAL UNIT
( SYSTEI,I X )

$,/KW OF REFRIG-

ERATION/AI{NUM

VESSELS/EXCHANGERS

(SYSTEM Y)

ç/kw oF REFRTG-

nnarrou/ANNUr4

TOTAL: 301.20 253.10

8.5 MAINTENA}¡CE COSTS

Tab1e IV is drawn to provide the details of annual
maintenance costs for two sysÈems conventional unit and

vessels/exchangers. Actual costs incurred are divided by

the total kilowatts of refrigeration.

TABLE VIII. IV

Energy
Water

301.20

CONVM{TIONAL UNIT
( SYSTE¡4 X )

$/kw oF

REFRIGERATION

252.00
t.t0

vESSELS,/nXCneNOnnS

(SYSTEM Y)

$/kw oF

REFRIGERATION

Ivlaintenance cosÈ 8.30 4.60
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PRESBi¡T WORTH OF SAVINGS

Considering

n=
1^ =

rJ-

Yc=

15 years
r38
8t

I08

tE

ri)

.68

.02

.38

.80

We have

I + .08 0.0r85Y

I + .08

]- .13 .08 0.0+63
1 + .08

Ihe factor E.Fo
the summation of
maintenance costs

of equation ( 8.3 )

the differences
from the tables

can be represenled bY

of operating and

VIII.II ANd VIII.IV

EF

Table V is drawn to provide
OF SAVINGS for the exPected
installations.

= (301.20 253.10) + (8.30

= 48.1 + 3.7 = 51.8
+.60 )

Ihe deIAiIS Of PRESENT WORTH

life span of the

o

.88

)ay-
:ourThe factor Co is determined from the differenc'e of capital

costs given in Table VIII. I.
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TABLE VIII.V

NUMBER OF

YEARS

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

L2

l3
14

15

FACTOR

E. Fo

Þ

5r.80
51.80
51.80
sI.80
5r.80
51.80
51.80
51.80
51.80
sI.80
sI.80
51 .80
51.80
51.80
5r.80

PRESÐ{ T

WORTH

SAVTNGS

S

$

50 .42
49.08
47.78
+6.50
44.06
44.06
42.89
4L.75
40.64
39.56
38 .5r
37.+8
36.49
35.5I
34.57

EXTRA

CAPITAL

COST FOR

VESSELS/

EXCHATÍ GERS

L45.6
145.6
145 .6
145.6
145.6
145.6
145.6
145.6
145 .6
1+5.6
145.6
I+5.6
145 .6
1n5.6
145.6

COMPOUND

INTEREST

ON CO

Coi
$

6.74
7 .06
7 .40
7.70

SIMPLE

PAY-

BACK

e

( S-Coi )

43.68
42.02
40 .38
38.80

164.88

The extra capital cost for the vessel/exchanger system is
$145.60. By the present worth of savings method, the simple pay-
back period for the vessel/exchanger system is approximately four
years.
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